
Rider n°2 : Technical Rider

IMPLEMENTATION REQUIREMENTS

Piste plancher
6,50m

Couloir2m

Cable ducting, for 16 amp 230V power supply

1st row + or - 30
cushions, diameter
10,5m

2nd row + or - 50
cuchion, diameter
12,5m

3rd row + or - 70
cuchion, diameter
14,5m

4th row + or - 900
cuchion, diameter
16,5m

ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

Size : A space 20m in diameter.

Ground : Flat and leveled.

Capacity : 400 people (including 240 seated on the floor provided by the company)
Possibility of going beyond this, depending on the venue end the facilities for the
public, please consult us, particularly in the case of paid ticketing.

Location : Protected fromn noise / with easy management of the arrival of the public (An artist
must hide under the floor before the public arrives). => Please consult us.

Time : Daytime performance, natural light.
In the summer, please schedule the performance in the morning or late afternoon to
avoid the hot midday hours.
The floor and the sculpture easily capture the sun and can heat up a lot.

Provide a tested 230v16A electrical outlet. The electrical box should be set back from the performance
area. An extension cord between the box and the edge of the stage is necessary.

FLOOR PLAN

Technical Contact : Mathieu HIBON / mat.hibon@gmail.com / +33 (0)6 07 15 25 99



GUARDING

STAFFIND REQUIREMENTS

TOURING COMPANY
3 people on tour : 2 artists

1 tour agent (occasionally)

Diets :

Chloé : Vegetarian Mathieu : Vegetarien Hugo : Vegetarian

Assembly : 3 technicians for assembly (3h)

Disassembly : 3 technicians for disassembly (2h)

Perfomance : 2 to 3 receptionists (to be defined during the first technical contact) =>
Installation of the foam seats one hour before the performance, and reception
of the public.

During the day : Provide surveillance when the members of the company are absent (meals,
outside of rehearsals and perdormances, etc.).
If more than one day of set-up, provide overnight security in case of unsecured location;

VEHICLE

Provide access for a camper van (3.2m high) with a trailer (3.15m high). Convoy dimensions :
Length 12.5m x width 2.5m x height 3.2m (7m length for the motorhome, 5.5m length for the
trailer).

Secure parking for D-1 to D+1, with electricity and if possible drinking water on site or nearby.

Register number : DS-784-AP.

SOUND SYSTEM
The company has its own sound system. Once installed, this
equipment cannot ba left unattended.



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

LODGES
Provide a dressing room with organic snacks, purchased in bulk (fruit, dried fruit, chocolate, tea, fruit juice,
sweet and savoury biscuits), or let the company take care of it (charged at 20€).

Provide access to drinking water or a water reserve to fill the team's water bottles.
If the camper van is parked in the immediate vicinity of the performance venue, it can be used as a lodge.

Installation of the audience: The company will arrive with seats on the ground for about 240 people.

The audience can be seated on the floor, and depending on the type of site, the organiser can propose a
tiered seating arrangement (bleachers, benches, chairs, etc.).

The company will provide a discreet cable conduit from the edge of the stage to the back of the audience
seats.

FACILITY PHOTO

LOADING PHOTO

Installation Cie

Example with bleachers provided by the
organiser


